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Background: In Korea, there are many traditional foods that have developed along with the country's rich
history. In addition, various food cultures have developed through agricultural traditions, ritual cere-
monies, and the sharing of affection. Paintings, works of calligraphy, and music demonstrate some of
these cultural characteristics of Korean foods. Further research and analysis of Korean food culture using
these data sources is currently underway.
Methods: This paper focuses on the cultural characteristics of Korean food revealed in paintings from the
Chosun dynasty. The 10 most renowned paintings, including the work of Kim Hong-Doh, a representative
artist in the Chosun dynasty, will be discussed in relation to the cultural characteristics of Korean food.
Results: The results of our analysis of the genre paintings show that the characteristics of Korean food are
well portrayed in these paintings in the same manner as Pansori. For example, genre paintings show that
food is a symbol of power, which can be used to control people. Food has also been regarded as health
supplements and medicine, and people have shared their feelings and affections through food culture. In
addition, food contains people's wishes and is used as a medium to communicate with Gods.
Conclusion: Beyond the basic value of food in maximizing nutrients and energy, Korean food culture has
developed distinctive cultural characteristics through more than 5,000 years of agricultural history.
Although the genre paintings analyzed in this paper are limited to a certain era, this paper will serve as a
milestone in providing direction for future studies.
Copyright © 2016, Korea Food Research Institute, Published by Elsevier. This is an open access article
under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
The food industry and food culture have developed along with
the history of agriculture. In ancient times, the main purpose of
farmingwas to survive, and thus, it would be difﬁcult to understand
food culture separate from agricultural history. While agriculture
has evolved to maximize the amount of crops produced, the
development of scientiﬁc food culture started with the preserva-
tion of harvested foods [1]. For example, storerooms were built to
avoid animal attacks and various ways of preserving foods to avoid
microbial attacks were created, such as drying, frying, and pickling.
In other words, the heart of modern food culture was maximizing
nutrients and energy from resources. This food culture that views
foods as mere sources of energy continued until the Industrial Age,
but this has recently started to change.trition, Hoseo University, 165
795, South Korea.
.
titute, Published by Elsevier. This isThe dawning of a new era began with cultural growth and
economic expansion. In the 21st century, each country assures its
national identity and excellent and unique cultural value through
its focus on the cultural education to suggest a new prospect for the
future. In this trend, the food culture is becoming more important,
which deﬁnes a new code of identity for various ethnicities and
countries of the world. The new food culture in the post-Industrial
Age focuses on health, quality of life, traditions, and other cultural
aspects [1]. Although the importance of research on food culture
has greatly increased over time, the amount of available materials
and data is rather limited. Studying literature reviews is one of the
most important ways to study Korean food culture [2e6]. Many
researchers have attempted to understand the origin of traditional
Korean foods such as gochujang, bibimbap, and kimchi by analyzing
old literary sources [7], but direct references to food culture in
literature are scarce. Although anthropological approaches and
other such direct modes of observation and analysis can be used,
these are costly and take signiﬁcant amounts of time. Therefore, it is
helpful to study Korean food culture through other sources, such as
novels, paintings, and music.an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/
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paintings, and music to understand traditional views and to pro-
mote its historical and cultural value [7e13]. Chung [8] discussed
the deﬁnition and characteristics of Korean foods. Beyond the
common deﬁnition of Korean food, that is, “food made with
traditional Korean ingredients or agricultural products,” the new
deﬁnition of Korean food introduced in the paper was “foods made
with ingredients or agricultural products that have been tradi-
tionally used in Korea, or with similar ingredients or agricultural
products, use authentic or other similar cooking methods, have
historical and cultural characteristics, and have developed and
passed on through people's lives” [8]. The meaning contained in
Korean foods has been interpreted as blending, patience, consid-
eration, beauty, and appreciation for arts [8,9]: bibimbap shares the
philosophy of blending with others [5]; jang refers to a fermented
sauce in Korea, and refers to the art of patience [2,3]; kkakdugi and
tarakjuk point to consideration for seniors; minari ganghoe and
cherries share their beauty and colors; and lastly, bulgogi and
makgeolli show an appreciation for the arts and seasons [8,9]. The
Korean Food Foundation [10] has studied the meaning of Korean
foods by analyzing paintings. Although some may argue that the
methods used in these analyses are not scientiﬁc, it is desirable to
discuss and learn about food culture through various sources other
than just written references.
Music is indispensable in Korean agricultural traditions. Each
region had its own folk music (Nongak) to accompany agricultural
labor, which made working together in groups easier and more
enjoyable. Reading stories to melody was also a popular way of
enjoying music and art. It is possible to get a glimpse of the history
and culture of Korean foods throughmusic. Pansori is a unique genre
of musical storytelling with sori (sound) performed by a nobleman
or professional singer and a drummer. Some Pansori performances
were created based on popular novels of the times. For example,
Simcheongjeon (沈淸傳) [14], Chunhyangjeon (春香傳) [15],
Heungbojeon (興夫傳) [16], and Tokkijeon are known as the original
stories of Shimcheongka (沈淸歌), Chunhyangka (春香歌), Heung-
boka (興夫歌), and Sukungka (水宮歌) [17]. Simcheongjeon (沈淸傳)
is one of the most well-known Pansori-based ﬁctions in Hangul
(Korean alphabet) from the Chosun dynasty. However, its date of
composition and author are unknown. Simcheongjeon is about the
sacriﬁce Simcheong made to help her blind father regain his
eyesight. The main theme of the story is ﬁlial piety. Chunhyangjeon
(春香傳) is also oneof themostwell-knownPansori-basedﬁctions in
Hangul from the Chosun dynasty. It is a love story between Chun-
hyang, a courtesan's daughter, and Lee Mong-Yong, a government
ofﬁcial's son, and notes the struggles due to the differences between
their social standing. Chunhyangjeon is full of satire and humor, and
reﬂects the life of common people in the late Chosun dynasty;
however, its date of composition and author are unknown. Heung-
bojeon (興夫傳) is a Pansori-based ﬁction written in Hangul during
the reign of the Chosun dynasty; however, its date of composition
and author are unknown. Heungbojeon is a humorous and satirical
story about two brothers: Nolbu, the older who was greedy, and
Heungbo, theyoungerwhowas kind but very poor. Tokkijeon (rabbit
story) is a satirical fable about the palace of the dragon king. It re-
ﬂects upon and criticizes the ofﬁcials, kings, and political circum-
stances of the Chosun dynasty. Alongwith Jeokbyokka (赤壁歌) [18],
these ﬁve sori comprise the ﬁve episodes of Pansori and serve as
important references in understanding Korean food. Jeokbyokka (赤
壁歌) is a Pansori performance based on the story of Jeokbyeok-
daejeon (赤壁大戰) from the Chinese novel Samkukjiyeonui (三國志
演義). The story starts when Liu Bei, Guan Yu, and Zhang Fei pledge
brotherhood in a peach garden. It ends with a scenewhere the three
brothers and Zhuge Liang won the battle of Red Cliffs against Cao
Cao, and after Guan Yu released Cao Cao. Jeokbyokka is one of the 12episodes of Pansori. Ingredients or agricultural products and their
characteristics revealed in these Pansori were analyzed to under-
stand the features of the food culture [8,9,11]. The results of our
analysis indicate four attributes of Korean food culture: (1) food as a
symbol of power; (2) food as amedicine and treatment; (3) food as a
medium to share feelings and affection; and (4) food as an expres-
sion of hopes and wishes [8,9]. These four attributes of Korean food
shown in Pansori are also portrayed in genre paintings from the late
Chosun dynasty in the same manner. Exploring paintings from the
Chosun dynasty in regard to the attributes presented in Pansori will
enrich our understanding of Korean food culture.
There were many renowned painters from the Chosun dynasty,
the last kingdom of Korea, including Kim Hong-Doh (金弘道,
1745e1806, a representative genre painter of the late Chosun dy-
nasty whose pen namewas Donwon,檀園); Shin Yun-Bok (1758e?,
an ofﬁcial and painter of the Chosun dynasty whose pen name was
Hyewon; 蕙園), who created many genre paintings of the upper
classes; and Kim Deuk-Shin (金得臣, 1754e1822, a painter of the
late Chosun dynasty whose pen name was Geungjae; 兢齋), who
was highly inﬂuenced by the artwork of Kim Hong-Doh. In this
paper, the cultural characteristics of Korean food revealed in genre
paintings of the Chosun dynasty (朝鮮王朝) are discussed in terms
of food culture by analyzing the Korean food appearing in these
paintings from a cultural aspect as a symbolic code to infer the
thoughts of the Korean people in the past.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Korean genre painting
This paper primarily focuses on the analysis of genre paintings
from the late Chosun dynasty [9,19] in the same way that Pansori is
analyzed [8,9]. The late Chosun era was a transitional period be-
tween feudal society and modern times when the foundations of a
new society, economy, and culture were being laid [20]. Moreover,
the Korean food culture was established during this period through
the use of authentic cooking methods and ingredients or agricul-
tural products [21]. The authors analyze the characteristics por-
trayed in genre paintings by KimHong-Doh, Shin Yun-Bok, and Kim
Deuk-Sin in regard to Korean food culture [12].
The paintings that will be discussed in this section include
Byeotajak (Rice threshing) and Pyeongsaengdo (Picture of the life of
Modang Hong Yisang,平生圖) by Kim Hong-Doh (金弘道) from the
collection at the National Museum of Korea; Jusakeobae (Scenery of
drinker,酒肆擧盃) andMunyosinmu (Shaman's dance,巫女神舞) by
Shin Yun-Bok (申潤福) from the collection at the Gansong Art
Museum; Yanyon (野宴, Banquet on a ﬁeld), Jeomsim (Lunch), and
Kangsanghoeum (Feasts on the riverside, 江上會飮) by Kim Deuk-
Sin from the collection at the Hoam Art Hall; Chaeaedo (Picking
up mugworts, 採艾圖) by Yun Du-Seo (尹斗緖) from the collection
of Nokudang (錄雨堂) in Haenam-gun; and Kiroseyeonkyedo
(Banquet for mutual ﬁnancial association of elderly people,耆老世
聯禊圖) by Kim Hong-Doh from a private collection. Permission to
publish this artwork as part of this article has been granted by the
organizations involved.
2.2. Analytical methods
Because most of the paintings used in the analysis are classiﬁed
as genre paintings, only factual aspects observed in the paintings
were considered. We examined whether the attributes of Korean
food culture (food as power, a medicine and treatment, an act of
sharing affection, and an expression of hopes and wishes) shown in
Pansori also appear in genre paintings. We then compared the
characteristics of these paintings with those of the Pansori [8,9].
J Ethn Foods 2016; 3: 42e50443. Results and Discussion
As we mentioned before [8,9], food culture is composed of
materialistic culture and social organization. Cho [22] insisted that
food culture should be viewed in the whole context of Korean
culture and that the compositional factors of food culture are
classiﬁed only for convenience, although they are organically con-
nected to each other. Thus, it can be considered that food culture
and its compositional factors are not mechanically isolated from
other cultural sectors. In addition, it is required that food culture be
viewed in the context of the whole culture in organic relation with
other cultures [12]. Food culture can be understood as a dynamic
and living-speciﬁc culture if we look at it with the wholistic
approach [23]. However, culture has been studied with the
wholistic view approach within the context of the whole culture
from the anthropological viewpoint [22,24,25], rather than from
the food culture viewpoint. Based on this view of food culture, the
results suggest that the characteristics of Korean food portrayed in
Pansori and genre paintings from the late Chosun dynasty are
closely related.3.1. Food is power to control people: food culture as a symbol of
power
As mentioned previously [8,9], human history might be regar-
ded as the battle to survive by satisfying the hunger for food, the
basic need of human beings since ancient times. Hunger has been
solved to a certain level as human beings started to cultivate
instead of picking up the food and hunting. However, some started
to deviate from this process of acquiring economic products. Peo-
ple, whomonopolize the economic products, started to take controlFig. 1. “Rice Threshing (벼타작)” in Sketchbook of Danwon (檀園)’s genre painting,
painted by Kim Hong-Doh (金弘道, 1740?e1806). Picture courtesy of National Museum
of Korea.over others through the food distribution process. Koreans have
sustained their lives through agriculture from ancient times. We
deﬁned “land” as the symbol of power [8]. The lands that can
cultivate ingredients or agricultural products directly affected the
very survival of ancient Koreans. Possessing land was a good
method to accumulatewealth in the Chosun dynasty. Therefore, the
royal family, noblemen, and ofﬁcers put emphasis on the land
allotment. A few landlords possessed large areas of lands, and
because most farmers did not have a chance to possess their own
land, they became tenant farmers. Farmers who became tenants
had to pay a high rate of lease on the farming land and also had to
pay many duties to the country. Therefore, these poor farmers had
insufﬁcient food in contrast to the nobles or middle-class people
who had economic power and enjoyed abundant food life [8].
This situation is well revealed in some parts of such Pansori
novels as “Heungbojeon” (興夫傳) or “Jeokbyeokga” (赤壁歌) [8,9].
We can also easily ﬁnd that food symbolizes economic ability and
power not only in Pansori novels but also in genre paintings. “Rice
Threshing” (벼타작) (Fig. 1), painted by Kim Hong-Doh (金弘道), is a
painting of threshing rice in a farmyard during a harvesting period.
This painting shows six tenant farmers who thresh rice sheaves,
and a supervisor who is lying down watching them. It is indeed a
hard labor to thresh a bundle of harvested rice sheaves. However,
farmers have expected this harvesting for the whole year, and this
is a happy moment for them to thresh the rice that they can seldom
eat.
Kim Hong-Doh portrayed hard-working farmers and a
nobleman who is lazily dozing off and smoking in this picture.
However, he expressed his unique jest andmoderate viewpoint and
did not highlight the conﬂict and antagonistic relations. Never-
theless, a young man with uncovered chest and stomach, grimaces
and seems to hit the rice bundle on the log with his head pulled
back as if he is not happy to do the work. It seems that he expresses
the status and sorrow of hungry farmers. The foods in this painting
are bap (cooked rice) and makgeoli (a kind of alcohol/Korean rice
wine) [4]. Farmers work hard only to earn a small amount of rice,
but a nobleman drinks the alcohol made from the rice comfortably
and enjoys a nap. This painting shows the contrast between the two
classes in terms of the power of food symbolically.
The painting Jusakeobae (酒肆擧盃, “Scenery of Drinkery”), as
shown in Fig. 2, is a genre painting by Shin Yun-Bok (申潤福, pen
name Haewon,蕙園), which lampoons noblemen's illegal behaviors
and corrupt actions [9]. It looks like a tavern in the late 18th century
in Seoul, Korea, where Haewon lived. However, the background
scene over the tile (Kiwa) or straw-roofed houses (Chokajip), the
closet in the back of the ﬂoor, and the white ceramic pots on the
table look different from a common tavern, which sold alcohol and
meals and provided accommodation for travelers. The hostess
wearing wig hair, a dark-blue skirt, and short upper jacket pours
alcohol with a scoop in her right hand. Men are drunk, holding a
cup of the drink. They are about to leave the yard and urge others to
go along. It was prohibited to drink alcohol in those days, but the
law seemed oblivious of real life. Noblemen were not punished
even if they were caught drinking, but common people were
deprived of their property if they were caught, and this was com-
plained about a great deal [26]. Common people in those days
suffered from hunger due to the lack of food for survival, but ofﬁ-
cers secretly drank makgeoli, which was prohibited by the law and
was made from the rice that was not given back to the starving
people. The noblemen deserved to be blamed, and Haewon lam-
pooned those behaviors in his genre paintings.
Fig. 3 [Yayon (野宴), “Banquet on the Field”] shows Kim Deuk-
Shin’s (金得臣) excellent technique by sharply capturing regular life
styles of everyday living. Flowers are blooming on some parts of the
stone wall which implies early spring time, and some people are
Fig. 2. “Jusakeobae (酒肆擧盃, Scenery of Drinkery),” painted by Shin Yun-Bok (申潤福, 1758e). Picture courtesy of Kansong Gallery, Korea.
H.K. Chung et al / Korean food culture from Korean paintings 45reading poems or playing the “Keomunko” (a classic Korean
musical instrument with 6 strings created by Wang San-Ak from
Kokuryo) under a big old pine tree. They enjoy their poem-recital
meeting. There are several prostitutes, who are a frequently used
object of genre painting. These are the common scenes of genre
painting. Common people are busy farming but are suffering from
the lack of food in the early spring period. However, noblemen are
drinking and lying down to enjoy the spring time with prostitutes.
In the bottom of the picture, two women are walking with food on
their head, and a child is following them with a big bottle of drink.
The foodmust be for the noblemenwho enjoy the poem reading. In
this genre painting, the servants who serve food and drink and the
noblemen who are drunk with alcohol and listening to music
dramatically contrast the divided class of the society. In particular,
it expresses the relationship between the people who have the
power and people who do not have the power using food as the
medium. Here, food and drink are the symbol of power and
authority.
“Life Picture of Modang” (慕堂 洪履祥 평생도; Fig. 4) is painted
by Kim Hong-Doh. It portrays the 60th wedding anniversary among
the “life pictures,”which are paintings of the life of Hong Yisang (慕
堂洪履祥, 1549e1615, the author of Modangyugo who lived in the
middle of the Chosun dynasty). However, this life picture was not
intended for a realistic record of each stage of life but was
composed of a combination of scenes that were considered as
“idealistic” universally in those days. In other words, as mentioned
by Choi [27], “life pictures” are artiﬁcially created by idealistic life
scenes with the addition of scenes from lifelong ceremonies based
on the biographical history of the ofﬁcer. Therefore, noblemen of
authority cherished these lifelong pictures and preserved them for
the next generations of their family with the wish that this wealthy
life be continued by their descendants as well as expressed their
desire to enjoy all the happiness in life. The 60th wedding anni-
versary is a wedding ceremony that an old husband and wife hold
with congratulations and rejoicing by their children and relatives
[27]. A peony folding screen surrounds them, and peony ﬂowers are
placed on the right and left sides of the center of ﬂoor. The table iscovered with red and green silk, and the food dishes look very
delicious. The 60th wedding anniversary is not only a blessing for
the husband and wife but also a glory for their children and rela-
tives. This is not only a ceremony to wish for the old couple's
longevity but also a way to show off the family's superiority and
power. Therefore, the family with higher status and power pre-
pared more party food. Abundant food is an effective medium to
demonstrate happiness and glory. Many people are watching this
party from the ground. After the ceremony is over, they will eat,
drink, and enjoy the party. The more food they are served, the more
blessings they will return to the host of the party. As such, food is
the origin of joy. Therefore, the ability to provide food is itself a
great power and can inﬂuence many people. Furthermore, Chosun,
in the era as portrayed in this picture, was an agricultural society
and grains (food) were the economic power and authority.3.2. Food is medicine: food culture as disease prevention and
treatment
Korean traditional culture was close to nature, and its charac-
teristics were based on the acceptance of nature. Korean traditional
food was the same as that of other traditional cultures in that the
vitality of nature is permeated with the simple beauty of food. Food
that contains nature is a health supplement. We do not need a
special health supplement. Approximately 2,500 years ago, Hip-
pocrates had already recognized that food was important as med-
icine for humans by saying “Let food be thy medicine and medicine
be thy food.” Similarly, in Asia, since the ancient times, people are
taught the importance of food with the expression “medicine and
food come from the same source” (藥食同原). This means that food
cultures or philosophies between Western and Eastern countries
are almost the samedfood is medicine.
We can see how commonpeople tried to cure disease using food
in ancient Pansori novels, especially Sukungka (水宮歌) [8,9]. Food
that we eat is closely related to maintaining our health and to
curing disease.
Fig. 3. “Yayon (野宴), Banquet on the Field)” in Haengryopoongsokdopyung (行旅風俗
圖屛), painted by Kim Deuk-Shin (金得臣, 1754e1822). Picture courtesy of Hoam Art
Museum, Korea.
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developed evenmorewith the development of practical science (實
學). The concept that “medicine and food come from the same
source” could be found inmany genre paintings. Let us look at a few
pictures to see people's awareness about food in the Chosun dy-
nasty. Fig. 5 (Chaeaedo,採艾圖, “Picking Up Mugworts,” painted by
Yoon Du-Seo,尹斗緖) shows two women picking up mugworts in a
mountain in spring. The women are wearing hoods and have rolled
up their skirts even though their underwear pants are exposed.
Their clothes are comfortable for working. Awomanwith a bag and
knife bends her waist to ﬁnd mugwort, and the woman at the back
is looking for any mugwort left behind. Newly sprouted mugwort
and spring vegetables supplement vitamins, which were taken
insufﬁciently during the long winter, and the strong vitality which
won over the cold winter continues to bring new energy into the
body. Moreover, the scent and taste of spring vegetables bring back
lost appetite and recovers energy. Based on the humanitarian andwelfare spirit during the Chosun dynasty, food was considered as a
medicine, and the practice to cure with food became conventional.
As shown in the painting, a traditional Korean meal, or bapsang [4],
including seasonal produce, is being discussed by scientists as
having a positive impact on health.
3.3. Food is affection: food culture to share affection
We can see that feelings are shared and affections are expressed
through food sharing in many scenes from Pansori novels such as
Chunhyangka (春香傳). For example, the food prepared for Lee
Mong-Yong by Chunhyang's mother drastically changed when she
learned that Mong-Yong had become a beggar. This scene indicates
that themother of Chunhyang used food as amedium to express her
feelings toward Mong-Yong [8,9]. Because “shikgu” (食口, eating
together) in Korean means family, Koreans imply the meaning of a
family as thosewho eat together. At a Koreanmeal table, chigae (pot
stew) and banchan are shared together with a bowl of bap and kuk
[4] (also see the papers on Korean diet in this issue), and therefore,
food with kuk and banchan (abundant solid ingredients or agricul-
tural products) is developed. The Korean food culture is character-
ized as “spoon culture” in Bapsang [4]. Some also say that it is a ritual
of a meal group sharing saliva. As mentioned before [8,9], Benjamin
[28] captured it with a concept called “Aura,” a nonrepeatable, one-
time event that disappears at themoment it exists, and remains as a
mark of the past [29]. The affection (Aura) among people is shared
with this abundant food. This Bapsang [4] is a unique characteristic
of Korean food culture for sharing affection, communication, and
education. As the saying, “Taste of a food comes from the taste of the
preparing hand” goes, the taste of a food is not subjected to our
rational judgment. The intention to share food and the affectionate
heart of the food provider make the food more delicious.
We can also ﬁnd scenes about shared feelings through food
sharing in genre paintings. During the late Chosun era, genre
paintingsdescribedpeople andsituations realistically. Theycaptured
the moments of the time and rituals like documentary photos.
“Lunch (점심)” is a painting by Kim Deuk-Shin (Fig. 6). He
illustrated the scene of people eating luncheon under a big tree
while taking a break during ﬁeld work. Large banchan dishes and
drink bottles portray feelings of abundance and plentifulness. Some
are eating, some are waiting for the drink to be poured, and a
woman is breast-feeding. Moreover, a boy with a drink bottle and a
puppy, children ﬁshing in stream, and an oldman and child walking
on stepping stones show diverse and natural poses. The life of
common people is expressed well in their vivid facial expressions
like a documentary photo. There are seven young men and they
seem to exchange works. Work exchange is a traditional custom in
which people give and receive help, and is inseparable from Korean
food culture. When neighbors help each other, the meal they eat is
called “ﬁeld meal,” and is served in between breakfast, lunch, or
dinner. The food for exchange work is for the whole community.
Therefore, various seasonal ingredients or agricultural products
(namul or banchan) [4] are used for the food and drink in general
[30]. Neighbors share their affection using abundant food to
strengthen their relationship as well as establishing the feeling of
intimacy and belongingness.
The painting “Kangsanghoeum” (江上會飮, “Feast on the River-
side”; Fig. 7) was painted by Kim, Deuk-Shin, who focused mainly
on the life of common people. People are sitting around in the
shade under a willow tree at a riverbank and a boat is tied. There is
a dish in the center, and a ﬁsh is lying on the dish. A man is trying to
poke the ﬁsh with chopsticks. Another man is putting a piece into
his mouth using the chopsticks. Two other men next to these men
are also taking a bowl of rice (bap) with grasped chopsticks. There
are twomoremen behind these fourmen. Aman sitting close to the
Fig. 4. “Life Picture of Modang Hong Yisang (慕堂 洪履祥 평생도),” painted by Kim Hong Do. Picture courtesy of National Museum of Korea.
H.K. Chung et al / Korean food culture from Korean paintings 47boat is drinking a cup of liquor while gasping the liquor bottle with
his left hand. Another man raises his knees and looks at them
contentedly as if he has already eaten enough. A child is peeking at
them from behind the willow tree. Probably they are talking about
farming, ﬁshing, and greeting their friends or sending regards and
respects to elders.Fig. 5. “Chaeaedo (採艾圖, Picking Up Mugwort),” painted by Yoon Du-Seo (尹斗緖,
1688e1715). Picture courtesy of Nokwudang (綠雨堂), Haenam-kun, Chollanam-do,
Korea.Fig. 8 is “Kiroseyeonkyedo” (耆老世聯禊圖, “Banquet for a
Mutual Financing Association of Elderly People,” painted by Kim,
Hong-Doh). It is a picture of scholars having a mutual ﬁnancing
association meeting at Manwoldae, Kaesong, North Korea. There is
a big party table at the center, and the members are sitting around
it in a square formation. Each member has an individual table with
drinks, and boys are moving fast to serve them. Musicians are
playing instruments on the front stairs. Two child dancers are
performing in front of them. Spectators who could not participate
in this party are sitting around a bottle of liquor at the left side in
the pine forest and drinking leftover liquor. A temporary building is
on the right side to prepare the party food, and women are busy
carrying foods to the association members. There are horses toFig. 6. “Lunch (점심)” in Poongsokdopyung (風俗圖屛), painted by Kim Deuk-Shin.
Picture courtesy of Hoam Art Museum.
Fig. 7. “Kangsanghoeum” (江上會飮, Feast on the Riverside), painted by Kim Deuk-Shin. Picture courtesy of Kansong Gallery.
J Ethn Foods 2016; 3: 42e5048carry members of the association, and people, who might have
followed the members of the party, are hanging around. Some
people have a separate dance party under the pine tree on the left
as if they are not interested in the party for the ﬁnancing group.Fig. 8. “Kiroseyeonkyedo” (耆老世聯禊圖, Banquet for a Mutual AssociatioOthers are drinking around the hostess of the tavern. If we look
closely at all 250 people in the whole scene, we could ﬁnd children,
a horse keeper, drunken men sitting on the ground, and even a
beggar who is wearing a hat. The party scene with many andn of Elderly People), painted by Kim Hong-Doh, private belongings.
H.K. Chung et al / Korean food culture from Korean paintings 49various kinds of people gathered resembles a village party. This
“Kiro (耆老) banquet” was a kind of party for elderly citizens of the
noble class sponsored by the government. However, it was not only
a party for the noblemen but also for the whole community.
Cho [22] reported that the characteristics of Korean food are
banquet meals, fermented food, and a devotional heart to cook
them. The devotion for the food preparation can be traced to the
party meal, which shows a concern and care for the eaters and not
just for the food preparation itself. People shared their heart with
neighbors in a festival by dancing and feasting on the food prepared
with a devotional heart. They shared affections. The tradition of
sharing affection through food has been adopted as part of the
current food culture in Korea.
3.4. Food is wishes: wishes contained in food culture
Korean food culture is deeply associated with religious beliefs
and ceremonial occasions such as ancestral rites, exorcisms, wed-
dings, and funerals. Food for religious ceremonies and ancestral
rites remains popular even today. The preparation of food for these
rituals, based on Confucian values, can be understood in the same
context as food offerings made to God in the Bible. According to an
old Korean story (Lyeki, 禮記), when a person dies, the soul is
divided into Honki (魂氣, positive God,陽神) and Hyungbaek (形魄,
negative God, 陰神). Honki goes up to sky and Hyungbaek returns
back to earth. According to the ceremony (Jujagarae,朱子家禮), the
ritual involves burning mugwort, etc., to serve and call Honki and
pouring themosa (woolen yarn) drink to serve and call Hyungbaek.
Through these rituals, the Honki eats the food of negative God, and
Hyungbaek eats the food of positive God, and they both unite into
one body and bless the descendants. The food left by the Gods is
considered sacred. The food leftover after the ritual takes the role of
a medium to deliver God's blessing. Thus, by eating this food,
people are considered to receive blessings from God. Then, they
shared the drink in a bottle to strengthen the family belongingness
[31].
As described previously [8,9], many parts in Pansori novels,
especially Simcheongjeon (沈淸傳), describe the ritual of makingFig. 9. “Munyosinmu” (巫女神舞, Shaman's Dance), paintedwishes for God. They all have food, and sometimes, a bowl of clean
water, which is brought from a well at early dawn, is prepared to
show devotion. The blind Sim Bong-Sa (Sim Cheong's father) of
Simcheongjeon prepared a bowl of clean water and prayed for an
easy delivery of the child when Shim Cheong's mother was about to
give birth to her. Water is very important in preserving the life of
humans, and it was essential in the traditional Korean agricultural
society. Therefore, water was recognized as a precious and valuable
thing. Shim, Bong-Sa, earnestly prayed to the God with the clean
water that delivered his love and devotion.
We can see scenes that reﬂect the concept of food containing
wishes not only in novels but also in genre paintings. Fig. 9, called
“Munyosinmu” (巫女神舞, “Shaman's Dance”), depicts a female
shaman wearing a hat on top of her wig and dancing with a fan in
her left hand. Four women sitting in front of the shaman seem to be
the family who requested the exorcism. Two men with tied coats
are playing Jangku (a double-headed Korean drum) and a ﬂute to
provide the rhythm for the shaman's dance. A man is looking at the
exorcism over the fence as if there's a spectacular show. The size of
the exorcism is rather small and simple as there is only a small
offering table and a basket on the ﬂoor behind of the shaman. The
woman wearing a white dress who requested for this exorcism is
sincerely praying to God for her wishes to be fulﬁlled with some
rice as the offering. She cannot offer a great deal of food because she
does not have enough wealth, but she shows her sincere heart by
offering the wild rice, which demonstrates the origin of humans
and the symbol of life. As such, the food is prepared with a sincere
heart to pray for the wishes.
Food is an expression of our mind offering to God and an
important medium that connects to God. All the people who
participate in this exorcism will eat the food on the offering table
after the ritual is ﬁnished.Moreover, some foodwill be packaged for
other peoplewho could not come. This action is a symbolic religious
behavior that shares the trustfulness of the wishes to be fulﬁlled.
They believed that they will not get disease, and misfortune will
disappear by eating the food. The ritual behavior, that is, the food
offered for a religious service or exorcism should be shared the food
magical in that it uniﬁed the awareness of the community. We canby Shin Yun-Bok. Picture courtesy of Kansong Gallery.
J Ethn Foods 2016; 3: 42e5050see the food that expressed and contained our wishes and heart not
only throughan exorcismor a religious service but also through such
ceremonies as the 100th birthday or the 1st-year birthday.
Many researchers have conducted in-depth studies on the
appreciation of food culture in Korea [19,26,31]. The four attributes
of food culture analyzed from genre paintings and Pansori [8,9]
provide a new approach to study Korean food culture and com-
plement the current ﬁndings. According to MacClancy [32], a
renowned cultural anthropologist, food symbolizes power, re-
lationships, religion, and magic. The four characteristics of Korean
food, that is, a symbol of power, disease prevention and treatment,
a medium to share affection, and lastly a medium to communicate
with Gods, reﬂect not only the views of MacClancy [32] but also
reveal cultural aspects based on the uniqueness and diversity of
Korean food.
It would be difﬁcult to conclude that the four attributes dis-
cussed here are the only characteristics of Korean food culture.
Moreover, the methods used in the analytic process were not
controlled for bias and are not entirely scientiﬁc. However, at-
tempts to study Korean food culture through various sources
should be encouraged because the amount of written references to
Korean food is limited. Further research is required to reﬁne these
ﬁndings and analyses.
4. Conclusion
Food represents culture in a symbolic manner. Therefore, un-
derstanding food is vital to understanding the culture of a country.
Korean food culture has developed its unique characteristics
alongside its rich agricultural traditions. Apart from direct refer-
ences to food in literature, genre paintings and Pansori from the
Chosun dynasty play important roles in studying Korean food cul-
ture. Moreover, the characteristics of food culture found in genre
paintings and Pansori are closely related to each other. As in the
case of Pansori, the Korean foods which appear in ancient paintings
from a cultural aspect as a symbolic code to infer the thoughts of
the Korean members of society in the past were analyzed in this
work. The characteristics of Korean food revealed in genre paint-
ings of the Chosun dynasty are discussed in four categories as in
Pansori: food as a symbol of power, food as disease prevention and
treatment, food as the medium to share affection, and food as the
medium to communicate with God. Although the amount of
available data and methods of analysis are limited, we believe that
this paper will be able to provide direction and serve as a milestone
for further study of Korean food culture from a holistic perspective.
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